Interaction of the antitumour alkaloid coralyne with duplex deoxyribonucleic acid structures: spectroscopic and viscometric studies.
The interaction of coralyne, an antitumour alkaloid with natural and synthetic duplex DNAs was investigated under conditions where the drug existed fully as a true monomer for the first time using spectrophotometric, spectrofluorimetric, circular dichroic and viscometric techniques. The absorption spectrum of coralyne monomer showed hypochromic and bathochromic effects on binding to duplex DNAs. This effect was used to determine the binding parameters of coralyne. The binding constants for four natural DNAs and four synthetic polynucleotides obtained from spectrophotometric titration, according to an excluded site model, using McGhee-von Hippel analysis, were all in the range of (0.38-9.8) x 10(5) M-1, and showed a relatively high specificity for the GC rich ML DNA and the alternating GC polynucleotide. The binding of coralyne decreased with increasing ionic strength, indicating that the binding affinity has a strong electrostatic component. Coralyne stabilized all the DNAs against thermal strand separation. The intense steady state fluorescence of coralyne was effectively quenched on binding to DNAs and the quantitative data on the Stern-Volmer quenching constant obtained was sequence dependent, being maximum with the GC rich DNA and alternating GC polymer. Circular dichriosm studies further evidenced for a strong perturbation of the B-conformation of DNAs consequent to coralyne binding with the concomitant development of extrinsic circular dichroic bands for the bound drug molecules suggesting their strong intercalated geometry in duplex DNAs. Further tests of intercalation using viscosity measurements on linear and covalently closed plasmid DNA conclusively proved the strong intercalation of coralyne in duplex DNA. Binding of the closely related natural alkaloid, berberine under these conditions showed considerably lower affinity to duplex DNAs in all experiments. Taken together, these results suggest that coralyne binds strongly to duplex DNAs by a mechanism of intercalation with specificity towards alternating GC duplex structure.